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Curriculum Curriculum Curriculum Curriculum –––– integrating both grammar and integrating both grammar and integrating both grammar and integrating both grammar and 

skills in the writing processskills in the writing processskills in the writing processskills in the writing process



Our focus today Our focus today Our focus today Our focus today 

�Raise standards in writing

�Integrating both grammar 

& skills in Picture Story Writing 





Speaking AssessmentSpeaking AssessmentSpeaking AssessmentSpeaking Assessment



Markers’ Comment on Markers’ Comment on Markers’ Comment on Markers’ Comment on TSA writingTSA writingTSA writingTSA writing

�Students were eager to write and 

were able to produce a written task of 

80 words in length, but they had 

problems with grammar, spelling and 

sentence structures. 

�Literal translation from Chinese was 

found in their writing.



Markers’ Comment on PreMarkers’ Comment on PreMarkers’ Comment on PreMarkers’ Comment on Pre----S1 Writing S1 Writing S1 Writing S1 Writing 

�Most students have little awareness of 

tenses,  noun forms, parts of speech, and 

Subject Verb Object (SVO) pattern etc. 

�Most students manage to produce relevant 

content but not enough elaboration on ideas. 

Students fail to write the dialogues in the 

pictures correctly. 

�The ideas are not so organised (From 

sentences to paragraphs, from paragraphs to 

essays) 



Literature review

� Weaver (1996, pp. 9) thinks that grammar is best 

taught in context. She also suggests that teaching 

grammar within the context of students' own writing 

is more effective than teaching it in isolation.

Literature ReviewLiterature ReviewLiterature ReviewLiterature Review



Literature review

�Weaver (1996, pp. 9) 

‘Teaching grammar in isolation doesn’t 
improve writing…while teaching fewer 
things deeply and in the context of 
writing holds more promise for long term 
gains.’

Literature ReviewLiterature ReviewLiterature ReviewLiterature Review



Questions for thoughtQuestions for thoughtQuestions for thoughtQuestions for thought

� What  are the values of teaching picture 
story writing?

� What do I expect my students to write? 

� What can my students write?

(previous knowledge)

� What input they need?

(grammar, vocabulary, sentence 
patterns/starters etc.)



How to improve story writing 

1. Adding 
Interjection

2. Choosing ‘said’ 
words

3. Improving 
punctuation 

use in 
dialogue





Brainstorming vocabulary and 

writing dialogues



Shared Editing



Her students’ Group Work



How to write a story – Big Poster





Group editing



Picture 2



Give 

reasons.

Set the 

scene.



From an English Panel’s perspectiveFrom an English Panel’s perspectiveFrom an English Panel’s perspectiveFrom an English Panel’s perspective

� Check vertical framework   

�any cross-level gaps from P. 1- 6

� TSA assessment data serves as feedback to the 

school-based curriculum development

� Match the learning skills covered in the Learning 

Progressive Framework (LPF)

�horizontal and vertical curriculum



Student Work



Language inputLanguage inputLanguage inputLanguage input

� Vocabulary input - both previously and 

currently learned 

� Sentence starters

� Reading texts input

� Word & Sentence bank Booklet



� Expanding sentences

� Mind-map

� Improving choice of words/ sentences / 

proofreading skills / punctuation/ 

paragraphing skills 

�throughout the term

Language inputLanguage inputLanguage inputLanguage input



Picture writing 

� teaching a variety of time markers as often teaching a variety of time markers as often teaching a variety of time markers as often teaching a variety of time markers as often 

used in stories, dialogues writing including used in stories, dialogues writing including used in stories, dialogues writing including used in stories, dialogues writing including 

punctuation use, use of interjections to punctuation use, use of interjections to punctuation use, use of interjections to punctuation use, use of interjections to 

express different feelings of the speakers, express different feelings of the speakers, express different feelings of the speakers, express different feelings of the speakers, 

onomatopoeia to make the stories more onomatopoeia to make the stories more onomatopoeia to make the stories more onomatopoeia to make the stories more 

livelylivelylivelylively



Planning and implementing the writing 

curriculum
� the framework for writing was gradually the framework for writing was gradually the framework for writing was gradually the framework for writing was gradually 

constructed and the flow of writing lessons constructed and the flow of writing lessons constructed and the flow of writing lessons constructed and the flow of writing lessons 

became smooth and more systematicbecame smooth and more systematicbecame smooth and more systematicbecame smooth and more systematic

� developed some writing skills and techniques developed some writing skills and techniques developed some writing skills and techniques developed some writing skills and techniques 

for writing different text typesfor writing different text typesfor writing different text typesfor writing different text types



Module Writing Plan
Wee

k

Date Module Writing Task Language input Writing Skills 

1 5/9 –

16/9

Unit 1 & 2

Module Writing – Me and 

my friends 

Text type: descriptive 

writing 

Questions for thought:

1. What do I expect my 

students to write? 

2. What can my students 

write?(previous 

knowledge)

3. What input they need?

(grammar, vocabulary, 

sentence patterns/starters 

etc.)

� Vocabulary input -

both previously and 

currently learned 

(adjectives to 

describe 

appearances/-ed

adjectives to describe 

feelings/ 

comparatives/ 

hobbies, 

interests/likes/ 

dislikes)  

� Sentence starters like 

‘Sam wears a … (size), 

… (colour), … thing).’,

‘…is good at…’, ‘I think 

he/she is…’, ‘I like him 

/ her because…’ etc. 

� Reading texts input 

(e.g. use past 

students’ model 

writing)

� Students make use of 

Word & Sentence 

bank Booklet

� Expanding sentences

(e.g. John runs. John runs 

quickly. John runs quickly in 

the playground. John runs 

quickly in the playground 

because…’

� Mind-map

[*Improving choice of 

words/ sentences / 
proofreading skills / 

punctuation/ paragraphing 

skills were incorporated 

into the writing packages 

throughout the term]  



Things to note

� focus less on single grammar itemsfocus less on single grammar itemsfocus less on single grammar itemsfocus less on single grammar items

�more aware of the language students more aware of the language students more aware of the language students more aware of the language students 

needed in their writingneeded in their writingneeded in their writingneeded in their writing

�more aware of drawing on both students’ more aware of drawing on both students’ more aware of drawing on both students’ more aware of drawing on both students’ 

previous knowledge and currently learned previous knowledge and currently learned previous knowledge and currently learned previous knowledge and currently learned 

languagelanguagelanguagelanguage

� introduced to a variety of textintroduced to a variety of textintroduced to a variety of textintroduced to a variety of text----types for types for types for types for 

writingwritingwritingwriting



Things to note

� different formats and language featuresdifferent formats and language featuresdifferent formats and language featuresdifferent formats and language features

� Ample inputs were neededAmple inputs were neededAmple inputs were neededAmple inputs were needed

� scaffolding students with scaffolding students with scaffolding students with scaffolding students with lists of words, phrases lists of words, phrases lists of words, phrases lists of words, phrases 

and sentence startersand sentence startersand sentence startersand sentence starters

� apply in their writing elaboration skills such as apply in their writing elaboration skills such as apply in their writing elaboration skills such as apply in their writing elaboration skills such as 

giving reasons, explaining the procedures, using giving reasons, explaining the procedures, using giving reasons, explaining the procedures, using giving reasons, explaining the procedures, using 

dialogues in story writing and expressing feelings dialogues in story writing and expressing feelings dialogues in story writing and expressing feelings dialogues in story writing and expressing feelings 

whenever appropriatewhenever appropriatewhenever appropriatewhenever appropriate
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